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UNIocracy.ORG is Direct Democracy Salvation  FOIA.ONE 
SolutionMANIFESTO.com SolutionLawEnforcement.com SolutionJUDGE.com is GODS UNIocracy.org


Aug 15, 2018.  BuiltByKeith.com Duncan is SaviorKeith.com = GodSendKeith.ORG My 60th Birthday.  POLITICS 
becomes null and void once 7.6B people empowered to OWN all infrastructure and be 100% decision based 
direct Democracy society of UNIocracy.ORG. No more taxes or crimes.  Too many top world leaders have been 
directly visited and contract contacted now for +10 years. All BLINDED by greed and TOO busy to use these 
answers.  

 Aug 16, 2018. Update piggy back on previous day broadcast. After almost 11 years of pure hell, I remain isolated  
from my 7.6B People because of ONE super criminal AntiChrist Robert Dee Rose. This is YOUR history of the 
world of the most demonic satanic crimes against humanity how being committed to steal myth FatherGod’s 
assets for building the New World Order. All YOUR fault since most everyone I meet is brainwashed into thinking 
nothing can change. The Gorilla Warfare is the Congress/Senate/Presidents/Tyrants and prostituted underground 
crime corporations who destroy all self evidence and make key eyewitness whistleblowers disappear. ROSE 
almost succeeded many times in assassinating the one true most humble #1 anti crime expert in your world, keith 
Brent duncan.  Since Nov 4, 2007, I have lived only off my very own assets. Only one time did I contract back 
with AT&T summer 2010 as my home was robbed by ROSE Aug 4, 2010 and I was defrauded $15,000 USD by 
glenn_lurie@att.com because I was on cusp of signing mega million USD contracts with him and General 
Services Administration + world for the prime universal visionary stabilizing patented system IseeStand.com 
PhoneCradle.com at a cost of over $300,000 and extensive +3 years of manhours at my very own extreme 
expense R&D forensic research of HOW to unify our world SolutionGovernment.com and other systematic 
operational methods to empower my-YOU world to be self sufficient empowered to remove all politics and crime.

  This I have divine and ordained summarized as soon as crimes were committed as reporting to Gov officials is a 
obligation of all since vigilante murderous groups like Douglas Vernon Duncan of Cary N.C. USA are also your 
reality of gun toting lunatics who strike at anyone exposing their crimes of embezzlement and coverup massive 
conspiracies of families against your world.  Today I sit at my Babayuan 800KPeso blue roof home with Uncle 
Tirso’s farm workers and friends drinking ‘wine’ combination of GIN Rice wine and Light brandy. Two politician 
pigs were sacrificed yesterday to feed about 50 people.  No A/C for now 3 years. My borrowed fan died 2 days 
ago, just like all criminals face true judgment. I went to INC church again with Elmer Callang (VGov Boy Vargas) 
as their pastors are brainwashed reading one sermon in all afflicted affiliate churches claiming THEY are the one 
and only True Church of GOD. Church of Christ. As almost everyone I encounter are hypocrites, cynics, bigots, 
racists of Matthew Chapter 23 who take single words and verses out of context to justify they are the only 
‘chosen’ people. they insisted I attend their 25 step brain washing sessions so I would be ‘saved’. As I asked the 
Pastor Leonard, HOW DO YOU KNOW I am NOT already saved. he refused to answer or even see the absolute 
truths I present to entire world.  

	 1:11pm 20180816:01311 timestamp. The macro and micro reality of your world is self genocide. The 
measurement of science and time is a pure metaphysic delimited dilemma sometimes of incompetent dementia.  
The most powerful Class Action Lawsuit Landmark of Justice of Murder for Hire, illegal detainment, robbery of 
ALL my known assets with a single forged Power of Attorney is all showcase broadcast Norfolk VA 4:11cr112 
coverup conspiracies by ROSE and other extremely powerful USA Gov officials of the court who ALL go to 
PRISON as soon as mass media, public, world sees here are the only answers to solve all of the worlds worst 
problems. Prevention of all human right violations is SolutionManifesto.com Part 2. I go back to meet city officials 
now at 1:30 pm. Maybe get a haircut and find a fan since it does get hot here since few if any public schools even 
have fans, much less any A/C. All poverty stricken solved forever with WorldSchoolFund.com kbd.


Aug 15, 2018 Audio record 10:53am Board Member meeting Region 2 VGov Melvin ‘Boy’ Vargas Jr presiding with 
all my direct BM friends who knew these SAME world saving answers 2.5 years ago. All but one BM attend today.  
DILG, NEDA, and other group leaders are sitting on 1st audience row in front of myself as I record just the BASIC 
social services agenda Ordinance. B.2 Right of Way “imminent domain claim”. Vilmor  Rodrigo De Asis. Each 
person here and many in audience know exactly WHY I AM here as their prime benefactor of mega millions of 
real cash and assets. Yet few ever ask any question. Same occurred to my FatherGOD Sovereign Emmissary  
Ambassador Jesus Christ. John 10:30. If HE would appear with the Plans of Salvation, the first question would be 
‘WHAT IS your concern=problem?”  The second would be ‘Perform a miracle or show us signed certified letter 
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from GOD that you are authorized to even be here”  Third would be ‘That requires an act of CONGRESS since no 
one has authority to do anything unless TOLD from above (on-high). OTHERWISE GO AWAY these blinded fool 
leaders would command. My 4th MacBook Air died 2 weeks ago so IPAD PRO with BT keyboard is used to 
broadcast to world. 

     B.4 Dashcams in all police vehicles. Solved by Free WorldWiFi smartPhones using IcStand.com simple off 
shelf technology phoneCradle.com as ‘Body cams’ and other proprietary hardware/software is never needed.  
Agenda c.1 Supplemental budgets. Municipal matters 11:08am. Aparri D.2.8 re MX Pillion backRiding. 
WasteDumps.  Agenda D.2.8 Gattaran Tourism + transient Traders secure permits. Mayor Jefferson Soriano 
visited and all others for years. K: All of the passage of ordinances are SO long stretched out as public never sees 
what is being decided using THEIR assets and resources. TOTAL waste of billions of manhours at our cost. 

    Agenda D.1.1. PDIP 2018 Annual Investment Program and Exec Providence budget at 11:17am audio2. Perla 
Speaks at 11:24am. Lump sum appropriation requirements. Audio3 11:43am. 11:46 DDM and Courts are only 
legal entities to intervene re budgets. They get bogged down in argument discussions and self justifications. If 
they were using all digital PhoneCradle.com they would make joint majority decisions in record time!! Lal-Lo Intl 
airport boondoggle is a mega million USD Political crime supporting one Senators Gambling Santa Anna resort. 
Perla speaks 12:08am. POLITICS becomes null and void once 7.6B people empowered to OWN all infrastructure 
and be 100% decision based direct Democracy society of UNIocracy.ORG. No more taxes or crimes.  
Accountability of execution of the ‘ORDAINED’ budget discussed 12:14am and legal consequences. Attorney for 
Gov speaks with Perla speaks Providential Government is to dictate and execute budget constraints to 
PROTECT and SERVE our people. K: seldom is this ever done anywhere. Corrupt politicians twist interpretations 
and make decisions that are seldom justified beneficial to my=our people. Perla @12:20am goes a little ballistic 
mixed TagalogEnglish. K:When I was attending for +1 yr, same budget wars existed. Same occurs in all decision 
making bodies of politicians. Solved with simple UNITYurl.com electronic eVOTE.ONE of the public recorded 
FOIA.ONE including blockchain repository OpenCircuit TV/Mic for prosperity and proprietary posterity.

      They continue discussion on authorized ‘ordained’ approvals. audio4 at 12:31am.  BBK20180815-TugCityBM-
UNIocracyORG-a5 12:45am Budget was suppose to be passed Oct 15, 2017 ? still in dispute + not passed. BM 
DeAssis states 12:49am why he abstained from resolution 10 days asking Gov to approve PDIP budget. PDC 
Providential Development Council. Such incompetence worldwide as few decision making bodies of politicians 
can EVER agree on legally binding laws, contracts, bids, and other financial ways and means appropriations of 
taxpayer=GODs resources. K: Chain of command is always a #1 critical factor as any broken link creates man-
made disasters including apocalypse. Massive reductions of layers of red crime bureaucracy is UNIocracy.ORG 
as our 7.6B people become 100% decision based all digital society.  WHY in HEAVEN (+Hell itself) am I the ONLY 
living person who sees these absolution truths and broadcast to entire world HOW to UNIFY?  Truly I say to all, 
only my FatherGOD and I know these answer solution methods to SAVE our world from self destruction....q`

        Manna snacks handed out as I only have ~$500 USD + $800 in Pesos on BPI card left of my over $1.2 
Million USD lifetime fortune. No one has EVER asked the most obvious question on HOW these crimes against 
humanity continue unabated. The true Black Holes of viral cybercrime terrorism sucks the living hell life out of 
humanity. Yet few know, fewer care... 85% poverty worldwide is 100% direct effect of cause of the most massive 
political corruption of WHO CONTROLS all aspects of society known as the New World Government. For this is 
the OLD Government of truant tyrant underground crime enterprises who enslave everyone. the Media is also 
horrific since they only show up to report Blood, feather, guts of the CockFighting Gorilla warfare of the Ruling 
Political Parties. Known as Sharks (liar lawyers), Crocodiles (Job Chapter 40:9-onward), cockroaches, Pigs, 
Jackals,  (prosecutors and puke public defenders and corrupt judges). Norfolk VA 4:11cr112 is the most horrific 
series of felony crimes committed by EACH PERSON who reactively PREVENTED any constitution law from 
being enforced. Solved forever with SolutionJudge.com SolutionManifesto.com driven by eVOTE.ONE -> 
FOIA.ONE.

      Compliance and competent handling of YOUR taxes and resources is one root evil of HOW our ACTS of 
CONGRESS representative are the true death knell toll of humanity. Everyone falsely believes nothing can be 
changed to empower the people. They top false leaders claim only THEY know how to pass laws for benefit of 
the people who elected them. the Appointed leaders surround their criminal cabal elected politicians and destroy 
all evidence of wrong-doing worldwide. USA is worst when anyone sees the most massive criminal capture of 
GOD’s assets by those who prostitute the electronic and red paper tape bureaucracy conspiracies.

	 The entire new World society system is fundamentally simple step by step application of the original 10 
commandments + one Human=God Bill of Rights of SolutionManifesto.com Using solution5sTeps.com and 
UNITYURL.com each community solves all their own issues with their very own local resources. Dual Citizens are 
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now Foreign Spenders who redistribute the seized crime wealth to build and maintain state of the art medical 
centers, roads, energy, water, and communications infrastructure THEY own. Never again will family dynasties 
and demonic underground criminals starting with theFinalTerrorist.com WhereIsRobertRose.com create self 
genocide of humanity for their own satanic profiteering as MonkeyKings.INFO.

	 All of these GOD ordained divined solutions were most effectively completed 7 years ago right before their 
ANTI-CHRIST Robert Dee Rose ordered the ‘Murder for hire kidnapping conspiracies’ based on the true fact that 
he and many others ROBBED my homes of their evidence and successfully paid off top level GOV officials to 
destroy all FOIA.ONE documents so I would be DEAD.  Morbid key eyewitness #1 top anti crime expert Keith 
(and any others) can never testify when dead. All evidence shows over $500Million USD due to keith duncan 
enterprises of BuiltBykeith.com (registered as CreatorKeith.com INC Nevada USA Dec 24, 2014).

	 ALL WORLD LEADERS have been COMMANDED to use these answer solution methods to EMPOWER 
my=our people to be free world trade travelers educated new world citizens.  


UNIocracy.ORG is Direct Democracy Salvation. NewZion2.com 

The only solution to ensure total peace, security, harmony, and social justice is the 
total replacement system UNIocracy.ORG. SolutionManifesto.com is the last omega 
commandment constitution enforcing one standard Human=God Bill of Rights.


   The prime creator of your UNIocracy is keith brent duncan, your divinely ordained author keynote speaker 
inventor architect human-rights-advocate engineer Sovereign Emissary Ambassador fore founding father of your 
New World Society. Since 1958-Aug-15 birthright, the world mission of unification of mankind was completed in 
comprehensive form back in 2010. This period was when the Anti-Christ Robert Dee Rose was in full crime spree 
of stalking myself to murder me, blocking each and ever crime he committed from being showcased to world. 
Each and all evidence proves major conspiracies by each person involved in Norfolk 4:11cr112 and Marietta GA 
Police Dept 1.11.2506 vicious robbery of my home on Feb 4, 2011 resulting in criminally granted Temp 
Restraining Orders Cobb County 11.1.1171.99 11.1.7683.99 Feb 22, 2011 then Aug 22, 2011 (exact 6 months) 
that successfully allowed total destruction of all crime sprees of ROSE, Ms. Bashama, Duncan Clan, murdered 
Brian Walker, and all others including Cobb County DA Berry Vic Reynolds and fired AG Sally Q. Yates (DOJ-
Wash the Sin out of Washington) while destroying all my lifetime $1.2M USD assets and billions of $$$ of 
intellectual property on my 10 computers and files. Most was already deposited on internet and sent by CD-ROM 
and emails to my many lawyers and business partners. WHO is actually involved in the most dangerous 
conspiracies tied to ROSE? Only I knew as now the entire world can eVOTE.ONE anyone into HELL-JAIL and 
collectively seize all assets to be distributed back to each victim, 1% to BuiltByKeith.com NGO, and the rest back 
to build WorldSchoolFund.org then SolutionHousing.ORG while SolutionSafeWater.org solves ALL energy and 
water issues worldwide.


	 The true end result is that I committed no violation and clearly NO CRIME. It has been the worst denial of 
each of my=Your rights this entire period of extreme Miscarriage of Injustice from start of Nov 4, 2007 to present 
Aug 3, 2018. All on final evangelist crusader mission to reform unify mankind. I risk death every day since NO 
HONEST person with ANY authority has EVER protected any of my civil rights. NEVER. Even after paying so 
many liar-lawyers and producing each and every crime evidence to those low,middle, highest levels to obtain 
over $500 Million USD in real and punitive damages while THEY host press conferences to showcase each of the 
final answer solution methods to obtain total social justice at all levels.


      The most powerful easy to obtain Class Action Suit Miscarriage of Justice returns trillions of real $$ assets 
and cash back to my people. Why in living Heaven and deadly HELL has no one asked any of the most direct 
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specific questions on WHO I AM and what I have already divine ordained gifted to humanity? Why? Pure predator 
greed that is the root of all theFinalTerrorrist.com apology free apocalypse infamy destruction of God’s human 
master creator experiment. For this has been the greatest test of all time by GOD to see if HIS creations can 

actually work as the ultimate Unified team to be Sovereign Ambassadors to explore and NOT Conquer the rest of 
HIS universe. NO WAY will humanity be permitted to be space travelers as long as the primal predatory greed of 
sin, vice, crime is the ruling MonkeyKing.INFO factors. After centuries of GOD sending Messianic messengers to 
reform unify humanity, seldom as the master commandments of GOD been uphold.


	 This is why SolutionManifesto.com will stand the test of infinity time as the only commandment 
Constitution Human=GOD Bill of Rights to create free trade travel trust communities of ACTION.   ACTION? yes, 
ACTing with the authority of Fearless people to protect all rights of others. That is the prime mantra of my 
followers. FollowKeith.com was one of the original broadcast famous directives. Not once have I asked anyone to 
blindly follow these master teachings. All free will choice is what saves our people from the brain washed cults of 
so many political financial religious leaders who preach “BUY NOW, PAY us LATER’ We will ‘TAKE CARE OF 
YOU”. Same as what I recorded ROSE saying to me in March 2008 as sure enough, ROSE has succeeded in total 
destruction of all court documents  and his own treason espionage crime sprees. It was always quite easy as 
MONEY TALKS, CRIMINALS WALK.  Once enough crime fortune is stolen, a protected crime dynasty simple 
pays off LIAR-LAWYERS, files counter suits and systematically destroys and murders all key eyewitnesses. This 
has occurred for centuries since our 7.6B people have no knowledge or evidence of any crime network 
connections.
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	 NOW we DO !  FOIA.ONE is the singular Library of World Congress electronic database repository linked 
to all other storehouse of knowledge, wisdom, and all business transactions. ONLY by mass education of all 
digital communities will humanity RISE ABOVE the criminal enterprises of the Family tycoon dynasties known as 
Illuminate, Criminal Ruling Elite, underground cyber crime Mafia gangsters collectively known as 
MonkeyKings.INFO. For the Gorillas, apes, baboons, crocodiles, jackals, RATs, viper serpent snakes, Great White 
LiarLawyer Sharks are the Banksters, corporate Executives, gov leaders, stock BROKErs, and oligarchs who are 
the last breed of tyrants. Control and perversion of OUR private data is the workstation worst crimes against 
humanity plagues since ClearCollarCrime.com is difficult to detect and back trace track to the individual terrorist. 
NO LONGER !


   With EVOTE.ONE, all transactions are block chain record linked to the photo/video of the involved individuals. If 
the value or security level is high, additional persons must link their authority authorization verification to the 
transaction. if any crime is committed, the public now sees who is web linked to the original offender. The public 
now eVOTEs by direct democracy eVOTE.ONE the convicted criminal into HELL-JAIL, death row, and/or decides 
collectively the punitive punishment.


  Once my=Our entire world is dynamically linked with free high speed internet (we OWN the communication 
infrastructure), even our children with smartphones will be easy to monitor and education using the ORIO cookie 
principle.


Update 2022 DEC 17.   


The history of all mankind has always shown predatory greedy (mostly men) emotional sociopath psychopath 
individuals have committed the worst atrocious of WAR, Mass Poverty, crimes against humanity by mass 
propaganda brainwashing the general population that only THEY are the king of all Kings we have always called 
Criminal Ruling Elite.  Each time the human race is on verge of extinction, GOD has sent a series of messianic 
messengers as mortals to learn the current HUMAN CONDITIONs and master teach easy fast path methods to 
UNIFY the world by going BACK to the original procreated tribal clan system of WE THE PEOPLE decide the 
NEXT BEST PROJECT and WE decide who is the best highly skilled project manager to use technology and 
engineering skills to repair the damage of previous generations.


  Keeping mortals BUSY doing positive construction projects to benefit everyone and even ONE SELF keeps the 
human race moving forward.  As odd as this may seem, all organic life is designed to birth itself and to DIE. 
Ashes to Ashes, dirt goes back o DIRT.  Immortality can only be achieved by artificial intelligence and 
combination of moving the living spirt of life soul into the the next realm of reality. Most know this as HELL or 
UTOPIA of HEAVEN.   Corrupt individuals have always perverted GODS laws and basic human rights by taking 
everything out of context and manipulating the rules of decency, honesty, integrity, trust, family moral values for 
their very own evil purposes using CONFIDENCE ARTIST neuro Linguistic Programming NLP.


    Keith Brent Duncan is the rare (probably ONLY PERSON) who has recently been sent by GOD to unify mankind 
use of EVOTE.ONE FOIA.ONE and all other perfected simple methodology technology and spiritual methods to 
destroy these same named under ground criminal networks once and forever. 


  GOD has no intention or motivation to overthrow bad evil person. Never did and never will.  Odd is how many 
religious NON-LEADERS and most of the general population constantly CLAIM GOD, CHRIST, MOHAMAD, or 
some guardian angel will directly INTERVENE and save their souls from their very one predatory murderous SIN,  
VICE, and CRIME at any and all levels.  These named persons are the ROOT cause of self genocide as they have 
NO morals or integrity about the needs or rights of any others. They are truly demonic satanic worthless souls.
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